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A BSTRACT
While DL provides many advantages to recommender systems, it comes at the
cost of interpretability. In this talk we will present two methods to interpret DL
models: 1. Computing saliency maps based on differences in model uncertainty,
as estimated using Bernoulli Dropout, when marginalizing out a categorical feature. 2. Attention based interpretability. We will show examples from our large
scale recommender system that serves billions of recommendations per day.
Deep Learning methods are gaining an increasing attention in the Recommender Systems community, replacing traditional methods in many industry applications [1-6]. DL has many attractive
properties for this domain: it is able to effectively consider non-linear interactions, even from different data sources (e.g text, user browsing history), thus capturing non trivial user-item relationships.
It also allows to train a model with multiple objectives, a useful ability for many business cases.
This power comes with an interpretability cost, as DL models are often perceived as black boxes.
However, interpretability in Recommender Systems is important both for practitioners, enabling informed decisions about how to improve the models, and for explainable recommendations, which
were shown to improve user satisfaction and engagement.
In this talk we will share some of the lessons we have learned while developing and debugging
a large scale Deep Learning Recommender System. We will focus on two methods: uncertainty
estimations and attention modeling.
Uncertainty can be categorized into three types: data uncertainty, model uncertainty and measurement uncertainty [7]. A number of methods were developed in recent years to estimate the uncertainty of a model in its prediction [8-12]; We will introduce a deep unified framework for explicitly
modeling and estimating all three types of uncertainty and show different examples of how we can
use uncertainty estimations to debug our models. We focus on interpretation by borrowing the idea
of saliency maps [13], where a relevance score is computed for each input dimension (a categorical
feature, in our case) given a specific sample and classification result. [14] defined a saliency score
for input components as the difference in classification output when marginalizing that component
out, effectively treating it as unobserved. We suggest a similar approach but instead of considering
only the classification difference, we consider the difference in model uncertainty, estimated using
variational Bernoulli dropout [8]. Uncertainty allows us to not only consider the accuracy of the
model but also to understand its confidence in its predictions and where this confidence (or lack
thereof) comes from. We will discuss different methods to marginalize out a categorical feature,
such as replacing its embedding vector with an average feature vector or with an Out of Vocabulary
embedding whose weights are learnt during the regular training of the model in order to represent
rare values of the feature. This allows us to understand which features increase the model’s confidence in its predictions.
Another approach to incorporating interpretability into our model is adding attention layers. Attention mechanisms provide weights that allow a network to focus on some input or internal signals
based on contextual information, and have achieved significant success in various tasks [15-17].
In recommender systems attention can be used over features like user browsing history, in which
we need to summarize a sequence of articles into one vector representation, thus assigning higher
weights to articles that the user read and are relevant in a specific context. We can also use attention
over different feature interactions, to find the ones that are more important in a specific context.
Attention units, especially when trained explicitly to create a network with a desired explainable behavior [18, 19], can produce a map of how and which information propagates through the network,
providing valuable interpretability information.
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